Abstract-In this paper, a novel coaxial magnetic gear (CMG) using bulk high temperature superconductors (HTS) is proposed. By substituting bulk HTS for ferromagnetic material, a novel stationary ring is resulted, which can not only provide the desired field modulation effect but also suppress the end-effects that commonly occurred in the traditional CMG. The performance of the proposed bulk HTS CMG is assessed and then verified by using finite element analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION

G
EARS have been extensively used in many industrial applications for transmitting torques and adjusting speeds. So far, mechanical gears are still the leading players in this role. However, because of their contact mechanism, the associated transmission loss, noise, vibration, and thus regular lubrication are inevitable. With the advent of high-energy permanent magnets (PMs), the concept of non-contact torque transmission through the interaction between PMs has attracted increasing attention. Consequently, a PM based gear is so-called the magnetic gear (MG).
The early MGs are merely simple analogs of the mechanical ones [1] . Torque transmission is achieved by the direct interaction of closely arrayed PMs. The biggest shortcoming of such MGs is their poor torque densities. Although several attempts have been conducted for improving their torque density, such as optimizing the design parameters [2] and adopting bulk high temperature superconductors (HTS) to provide stronger magnetic field [3] , they are still far away from satisfying the demands of industrial applications. Recently, a novel type of MGs using the field modulation effect has been proposed [4] - [6] . It adopts a coaxial topology, so-called the coaxial MG (CMG), which can simultaneously engage all the PMs for torque transmission. Thus, its torque density can be dramatically improved. Moreover, the coaxial topology makes it readily be integrated with electric machinery to meet the demands arising from wind power generation [7] or electric vehicles [8] . Fig . 1 shows the topology (upper half) of the CMG. It consists of three main parts: the inner rotor, the stationary ring and the outer rotor. PMs are mounted on the surfaces of the two rotors. The stationary ring consists of ferromagnetic segments and air slots. Once the number of the ferromagnetic segments equals the sum of the pole-pair number of the inner rotor and the pole-pair number of the outer rotor , stable torque transmission between the two rotors can be achieved, and the gear ratio of is resulted. Herein, the minus notation means opposite directions of two rotors. The modulation effect induced by the stationary ring is essential to the torque transmission and speed variation. In order to realize satisfactory field modulation, the ferromagnetic segments have to be thick enough in the radial direction. Also, because of high permeability of the ferromagnetic segments along the axial direction, there is a lot of leakage flux occurring at the end-spaces as depicted in Fig. 1(b) . Such serious end-effects will result in 30% reduction of the torque density of CMGs [9] .
The purpose of this paper is to propose a novel CMG in which bulk HTS are substituted for ferromagnetic segments to provide the desired modulation effect and to suppress the undesirable end-effects. In Section II, the modulation effect will be analyzed. In Section III, the ideal of field modulation using HTS will be introduced. The performance analysis of the proposed bulk HTS CMG will be presented in Section IV. Finally, the conclusion is drawn in Section V.
II. MODULATION EFFECT OF STATIONARY RING
For simplicity, the permeability of the iron yokes is assumed to be infinite, and the permeability of the PMs is assumed to 1051-8223/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE be that of the air space. Since the nonlinear factors are absent, the magnetic field distribution in the CMG can be considered as superposition of the fields excited by individual rotors. Thus, the CMG can be represented in pseudo-polar coordinates as shown in Fig. 2 .
When the 1-D path model is adopted, the circumferential component of magnetic field can be ignored. Fig. 3 shows the equivalent magnetic circuit. Thus, the magnetic flux density excited by the inner rotor PMs and that excited by the outer rotor PMs can be expressed as:
where and are the magnetic motive forces (MMFs) provided by the inner rotor PMs and the outer rotor PMs, respectively, and is the magnetic permeance in radial direction. Without considering the high-order harmonics, the MMFs can be written in the form of fundamental components:
where and are the remanences of the inner rotor PMs and the outer rotor PMs, respectively, and are the polepair numbers of the inner rotor PMs and the outer rotor PMs, respectively, and are the rotational speeds of the two rotor, and are the initial phase angles of the two rotors, and are the heights of the inner rotor PMs and the outer rotor PMs, respectively. Also, the magnetic permeance can be expressed as: (5) where , , and are the magnetic reluctances in radial direction of the inner rotor PMs, the outer rotor PMs, the inner airgap and the outer airgap, respectively, or 0 is the magnetic reluctance in radial direction of the stationary ring, , and are the height of the inner airgap, the outer airgap and the stationary ring, respectively.
Consequently, the waveform of the magnetic permeance in radial direction is shown in Fig. 3 . It can be expanded in form of Fourier series: (6) where is the number of ferromagnetic segments. The magnitudes of the zeroth-order and the first-order components are and . Herein, , , , , and are the widths of the ferromagnetic segment and the air slot, respectively, as shown in Fig. 3(b) .
From (1)-(4) and (6), the zeroth-order and the first-order harmonics of the magnetic flux density excited by the inner rotor PMs and the outer rotor PMs can be obtained as:
It can be found that the components and have the same pole-pair number and the rotational speed. Thus, they can interact with each other to develop stable magnetic torque on the inner rotor. In addition, the components and have the same pole-pair number and the rotational speed. Thus, they can interact with each other to develop stable magnetic torque on the outer rotor. Hence, they can be expressed as: (11) (12) where is the circumferential length.
It can be seen that besides the term which is corresponding to the magnetic intensity provided by the PMs, the term which represents the modulation effect of the stationary ring also decides the torque transmission capacity of the CMG. Fig. 4 shows the relationship between the modulation effect and shape factors of the ferromagnetic segments. It can be found that in order to obtain the satisfactory modulation effect, the width of the air slot should be equal to the width of the ferromagnetic segment. Most importantly, the height of the stationary ring should be 3-4 times the total height of the PMs and the airgaps. On the one hand, this will increase the volume of the CMG; on the other hand, this inevitably arouses the serious end-effects and deteriorates the torque transmission capacity.
III. FIELD MODULATION USING BULK HTS
In order to overcome the shortcomings caused by the ferromagnetic segments, bulk HTS are introduced to offer a novel field modulation. According to the Meissner effect, HTS working below the critical temperature rejects magnetic field penetration. When the air slots in the traditional stationary ring are filled with HTS, the magnetic permeance towards HTS is virtually zero. Since these bulk HTS are independent of the height of the stationary ring, the HTS stationary ring can be fabricated with a very short length in radial direction. Thus, the ferromagnetic material can be totally abandoned.
The high-order harmonics given in (6) have no contribution to the torque transmission but arouse torque ripples [10] . In order to reduce high-order harmonics, as shown in Fig. 5 , the pulse wide modulation (PWM) is adopted in the field modulation. The pulse widths are given by:
In order to maximize the modulation effect , the following constraints are deduced:
(15) (16) where , . Fig. 6(a) gives the selection region of and . The corresponding modulation effect is depicted in Fig. 6(b) . It can be observed that when and , the maximum value of can be attained, hence maximizing the field modulation effect. 
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
Although the proposed PWM field modulation can achieve the minimum torque ripples, the complexity of fabrication is significantly increased. Thus, taking into account the feasibility for practical applications, the topology of the proposed CMG is shown in Fig. 7 . The pole-pair numbers of the inner rotor PM and the outer rotor PM are 4 and 17, respectively. There are 21 bulk HTS symmetrically arranged in the stationary ring to offer the desired field modulation effect. The specifications are listed in Table I . Fig. 8 shows the magnetic field distribution in the proposed CMG calculated by using the finite element analysis (FEA). When the outer rotor is kept still and the inner rotor is rotating at 1700 rpm, the calculated waveforms of torques developed on the two rotors are illustrated in Fig. 9 . It can be seen that the pull-out torques on the inner rotor and the outer rotor are 312 Nm and 73.4 Nm, respectively. Considering the volume sizes listed in Table I , the calculated torque density is 110
. When the inner rotor and the outer rotor are rotating at 1700 rpm and 400 rpm, respectively, the calculated waveforms of torques developed on the two rotors are shown in Fig. 10 . It demonstrates that stable torque transmission can be achieved. Also, the corresponding torque ripples are very acceptable, even in the absence of using PWM for field modulation.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a novel bulk HTS CMG has been designed and analyzed. By using the 1-D path model, the modulation effect induced by the stationary ring is analyzed. Hence, the introduction of bulk HTS not only provides the desired field modulation effect but also suppresses the undesirable end-effects. Finally, the performance of the proposed CMG is assessed and then verified by using the FEA.
